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A New Current-Fed, Isolated
PWM DC-DC Converter
Peter Mantovanelli and Ivo Barbi, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstruct- This paper introduces a new current-fed dc-dc
power converter circuit whose features are as follows: 1) two
active switches gated in a complementary and asymmetrical
way, connected to the same ground; 2) inherent high reliability
provided by the input boost inductor; 3) isolation by a highFrequency transformer; and 4) output filter purely capacitive.
Circuit operation, theoretical analysis, and design procedure are
presented. Experimental results taken from a prototype, rated at
48 VI300 W, are also included in the paper to demonstrate the
validity of the theoretical analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

C

URRENT-FED dc-dc converters have several properties,
such as inherent high reliability and boost characteristics, which make them commonly employed in power factor
correction.
There are three basic single-ended current-fed dc-dc converters, namely boost, sepic, and cuk. The common attribute
of these three converters is the existence of the input inductor,
which makes possible to draw continuous current from the
input voltage source.
The push-pull current-fed dc-dc converter is the only one
with two active switches connected to the same ground that has
similar properties to the boost converter. It has been employed
in the design of isolated battery chargers with high power
factor [l],[ 2 ] .The four above-mentioned converters are shown
in Fig. 1.
In this paper, a new basic current-fed, isolated two-switches
converter is introduced (shown in Fig. 2). The analysis of this
converter and of one topological variation are detailed in the
subsequent sections of this paper.

11. TOPOLOGY
AND QUALITATIVE
ANALYSIS
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Fig. 1. Four basic current-fed converters: (a) boost, (b) sepic, (c) cuk, and
(d) push-pull.
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Fig. 2. The proposed current-fed, isolated PWM d c 4 c converter.

and 0 4 form the output rectifier and COrepresents the output
filter capacitor.

B. Modes of Operation

In order to simplify the analysis, the following assumptions
are made:
The inductor L, placed in series with the voltage source
the power semiconductors are ideal;
V,, gives an instantaneous current source characteristic to the
capacitors Cb and CO are assumed as constant voltage
converter input. The power switches are gated at constant
sources during a switching period;
frequency and asymmetrical duty cycle, i. e., switch SI
the analysis is based on the circuit reflected to the primary
operates with duty cycle D during the switching period and
side of the transformer.
,572 operates complementary to 5’1. The circuit is isolated by
The converter may assume four different circuit configutransformer T, and, due to the operation with asymmetrical rations during a switching period T,, as shown in Fig. 3.
duty cycle, the converter requires the capacitor Cb to ensure Switch S1 is closed when the converter assumes the first and
magnetic flux balance in the transformer. Diodes D 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 , second configurations. Otherwise, if the converter assumes the
third and fourth configurations, switch S1 is open. Switch 5’2
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operates complementary to SI.
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Taking into account the configurations shown in Fig. 3, it is
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possible to combine them and generate the converter operation
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Fig. 3. Possible circuit configurations.
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Fig. 4. Converter operation modes. (a) Mode I. (b) Mode 11. (c) Mode 111.
(d) Mode IV.

modes as depicted in Fig. 4. The arrows are showing the circuit
configuration that is assumed by the converter and the time
interval is indicated in square brackets.
I ) Mode I, Fig. 4(a): During the time interval (0, DT,) the
converter assumes the first configuration. Switch 5'1 is turnedon and complementary Sz is turned-off. The input current i,,
rises linearly, while the magnetizing current i, is linearly
decreasing. During this time interval, it is stored energy in
L, and L, is demagnetizing through the output section and
capacitor Ci.
In the next interval (DT,,T,), switch S1 is turned-off
and S2 is turned-on and the converter assumes the third
configuration. The energy previously stored in L, is delivered
to magnetize the transformer and to the output section through
diodes D1 and D3.
2) Mode ZZ, Fig. 4(b): During the time interval ( 0 ,DT,)
the converter assumes the first configuration. At the instant
DT,, the converter starts operating under the third configuration. The current i, rises linearly until the instant t2.At that
instant, the magnetizing current equals the input current and
the rectifier diodes D1 and D3 are blocked. The converter

assumes the fourth configuration, and during the interval
( t 2 T,)
. the input current and the magnetizing current rise
together with the same slope.
3 ) Mode I l l , Fig. 4(c): During the time interval ( 0 , t l ) the
converter assumes the first configuration, whose behavior has
already been described. At the instant t l , the magnetizing
current ,i achieves zero, the even rectifier diodes are blocked,
and the converter assumes the second configuration until the
time DT,.
At the moment DT,, switch SIis turned-off and S2 is
turned-on. The converter assumes the third configuration until
the end of the switching period T,.
4 ) Mode IV, Fig. 4(d): During the interval (0, t l ) the converter assumes the first configuration. When the magnetizing
current achieves zero, the converter start operating under the
second configuration.
At the instant DT,, 5'1 is turned-off and 5'2 is turned-on and
the converter assumes the third configuration. When a, equals
i,n. diodes D1 and 0 3 are blocked and the converter assumes
the fourth configuration until the instant T,.
Discontinuous conduction is characterized when all rectifier
diodes are blocked. Thus, discontinuity can be observed in
modes 11-IV, because these modes contain the second and/or
fourth circuit configurations (which present all rectifier diodes
blocked). Mode I is the only one that presents continuous
conduction and will be discussed in more detail later.
The theoretical main waveforms of the converter operating
in continuous conduction mode (mode I) are shown in Fig. 5.
111. OUTPUTCHARACTERISTICS

To obtain the output characteristics we can perform the
magnetic flux balance in the magnetic devices and the' electric
charge balance in the capacitors.
1) Mode I: To maintain the magnetic flux balance in the
input inductor L,, the average voltage across it must be zero.
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dc-dc converter operating in mode I (continuous conduction).

Thus, from Fig. 5(a)

Similarly, from the magnetic flux balance in the transformer,
results in

(V0’+ v ; ) D T s = (V0’- VC’)(l
- D)T,.

(2)

We can derive from (1) and (2) the following expressions:

Vd

q=-=

ri,

P E -V,l
=
V;,

1
2D(l-D)
1-20
2D(l-D)‘

(3)

(4)

Equation (3) represents the dc-dc voltage gain of the
asymmetrical converter. As can be observed, the asymmetrical
PWM topology operates as a step-up converter, where the
minimum output voltage reflected to the primary side of the
transformer is twice the input voltage. Equation (4) represents
the normalized voltage across capacitor Ci as a function of
the duty cycle.
The power switches of the proposed converter are subjected
to the following voltage stresses:

v,, = v,’ v,‘
v,, = v,’+ v,‘.
-

Substituting (3) and (4) in ( 5 ) and (6) will result in

v,, = 1 ri,
-D
~

vsz =-.ri,
D
The average magnetizing current of the transformer is given
by ( 1 - D)lin. If the duty cycle is increased, preserving I;, at

a constant level, the average magnetizing current is decreased.
For this reason, in order to facilitate the transformer operation,
the duty cycle will be set higher than 0.50.
As can be seen from (7) and (8), if the duty cycle is higher
than 0.5, the voltage across switch SIwill be greater than the
voltage across Sa.It is important to compare the worst stress
with the classical current-fed push-pull topology. The dc-dc
voltage gain and the voltage stress across the power switches
of the push-pull current-fed converter are well known from the
literature. These relations are given by expressions outlined in
Table I.
We refer to Fig. l(d) in order to obtain the push-pull dc-dc
voltage gain and the voltage stress across the power switches,
where the push-pull duty cycle ( D p p )in Table I is defined
as being the total conduction overlap time between the power
switches in relation to the switching period D,, and can be
changed from zero up to one.
The relations of Table I are graphically illustrated in Fig. 6.
The comparison will be made taking into account the operation
range of the duty cycle of the proposed converter, i. e.,
D > 0.5. If we suppose that Gasy = G,,, for instance
Gas) = G,, = 3 , we can verify from Fig. 6 that the duty cycle
of the proposed converter will be approximately D E 0.79 and
the push-pull duty cycle will be Dpp2 0.67. It can be notice
that the voltage across switch 5’1 of the asymmetrical converter
in relation to the input voltage will be V&/V;, E 4.73 for
the proposed converter and VS,,/V;~~~
E 6 for the pushpull topology. If the input voltage of both converters are
taken as V;, =
we can conclude from the analysis
that Vs, < Vs,,. Therefore, for identical dc-dc voltage gain,
output voltage, and input voltage, the asymmetrical converter
subjects the active power switches to lower voltage stress in
comparison to the classical push-pull current-fed topology.
2) Mode ZZ: Modes 11-IV present discontinuous conduction. Therefore, the output voltage is a function of the load.
This renders the mathematical analysis longer than the analysis
of mode I. For this reason, we will present only the final
equations for the referred modes.
The resulting equations for mode I1 are summarized below.
The normalized output voltage ( q ) and the normalized voltage

vnp,,
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Fig. 6 Graphical comparison between asymmetrical PWM d c 4 c converter
and push-pull, current-fed topology

across CL(@)are described as a function of the normalized output current (y) reflected to the primary side of the transformer.
duty cycle ( D ) , and inductance factor ( K )

+

+ +

D(KD
K ( K D K 1)
2KD(1+ K )
2KD(1+ K ) y
p = - K ( K D - K - 1) - D ( K D 1)2
2KD(1+ K )
2KD(1+ K ) y
=

4.6l.5

...
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. .

. . ..

.. .

+

+
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3) Mode ZZI: The final equations for mode I11 are
1
1-KD
q=2 ( l - D) 2 ( 1 - D)y
1
1-KD
p=-- 2 ( l - 0 ) 2 ( l - D)?'
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Fig. 7. Output characteristics for h-= 1. (a) Normalized output voltage ( 4 )
as a function of the normalized output current (y), taking the duty cycle ( D )
as parameter. (b) Normalized output voltage ( 4 ) as a function of the duty
cycle ( D ) . taking the normalized output current ( 7 ) as parameter.

Fig. 7(b) shows the normalized output voltage ( 4 ) as a
function of the duty cycle ( D ) ,taking the normalized output
current (y) as parameter and for K = 1. If y = 1 , 2 , the
4) Mode ZV: The flux balance in the magnetic devices and converter is operating in continuous conduction mode and the
the electric charge balance in the capacitors give the following curve of q x D represents the dc-dc voltage gain described
expressions for mode IV:
by (3). Note that for this condition the function q x D is
symmetrical with regard to D = 0.5. Hence, to operate the
D K ( D K 2) 2 + K
K2
(15) converter in closed loop we must choose one of the sides of
= 2K(1+ K )
2K( 1 K)y
the curve. As can be seen in Fig. 7(b), this symmetry is not
D
(
D
K
2) - 1
K
p=(16) held when the converter operates in one of the discontinuous
2(l+K)
2(l+ K)r
conduction modes. Moreover, taking the curve of q x D for
From the previously obtained equations, we can represent y = 0.7 [solid line in Fig. 7(b)], to produce a given output
graphically the output characteristics, as shown in Fig. 7. voltage inside the interval 0.5 < D < 0.617, we could obtain
Fig. 7(a) shows the normalized output voltage (9) as a function two different values of duty cycle. Consequently, if we want
of the normalized output current (y) both reflected to the to operate the converter in discontinuous conduction mode, it
primary side of the transformer, taking the duty cycle ( D ) is important to limit the operation in modes 111 and IV when
D > 0.5, and naturally in modes I1 and IV when D < 0.5.
as parameter and for K = 1.
Fig. 8 shows the influence of the factor K on the output
At high load, the characteristics are completely flat and the
converter output impedance is zero. On the other hand, at low characteristics. In this figure, the duty cycle has been set to
load the characteristics rise abruptly because the converter is D = 0.5 and the factor K has been changed from 0.2 to
operating in discontinuous conduction mode. The control vari- 1.0. It can be verified that the operation range in mode I
able is the duty cycle and the converter requires a minimum (conduction continuos mode) is expanded as the factor K is
load to operate properly.
increased. Thus, if the converter operation must be limited in

+ +

+

+

+

'

-
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mode I, it is important to take the factor K as high as possible.
However, the factor K depends on the magnetizing inductance
L , and the input inductance L,. The value of the magnetizing
inductance is generally limited by the transformer design. On
the other hand, the value of the input inductance is determined
taking into account the specified input current ripple. From
(1 2) we can see that the higher the factor K is, the lower the
input inductance and as a consequence the greater the input
current ripple. Thus, to avoid large input current ripple and
expand the operation range in continuous conduction mode,
the factor K has been chosen K = 1.

Iv. DESIGNCONSIDERATIONS

EXAMPLE

AND

The input data for the design of the converter are as follows:
input voltage:
= 48 v
output voltage:
V, = 48 V
switching frequency:
f, = 40 KHz
rated output power:
P,,, = 300 W
minimum output power in mode I:
P,i, = 150 W

vn

I ) Duty Cycle: From (7) and (S), we can notice that the
voltage stress across the switches are increased as the duty
cycle becomes more asymmetrical. Thus, to prevent large
stress on the power switches, the duty cycle has been chosen
D = 0.7.
2) Output Voltage, Input Current and Output Current: After
choosing the duty cycle, from (3) we have
1
1
= 2.38.
Q=
2D(1 - D )
2 x 0.7 x (1- 0.7)
The output voltage reflected to the primary side of the
transformer is
Vi = qV,, = 2.38 x 48 = 114.24 V.
Thus, the transformer turns ratio is

Vi
V,

n=--=-

114.24
48

-

2.38.

The rated input and output currents are

The average current through the magnetizing inductance of
the transformer is given by

I,, = (1 - D)Iii, = (1- 0.7) x 6.25 = 1.88 A.
The minimum input and output currents are

Ii,,,, = Pmin/Vin= 150148 = 3.125 A
Tom,n= Pmi,/V, = 150148 = 3.125 A
I:,,,,, = Io,,,,n/n= 3.12512.38 = 1.3 A.
3) Operation Range: We intend to limit the converter operation in mode I. From Fig. 7(a), for the chosen duty cycle
D = 0.7 the minimum normalized output current ~~i~ in mode
I is approximately 0.70. Then, the inductances L , and L, can
be determined as follows:

L, = ~ m i n x n T s / J ~
=m
0.7l , xL 48 x 2510-6/1.3
= 646 pH

L , =KL,5= 1 x 646 x

4 ) Voltage and Current Through Switch
across switch SIduring its off-time is

Vsl= Krl/(l - D ) = 48/(1

I, = P,,,/V,
= 300148 = 6.25 A
I; = I o / , = 6.2512.38 = 2.63 A.

-

pH.

SI:The

voltage

0.7) = 160 V

The average and rms currents are determined as follows:

IlaYR= DIi, = 0.7 x 6.25 = 4.38 A

Ti,,, = J O T ; , = Jo? x 6.25 = 5.23 A.
and Current Through Switch ' 2 :
5,
during its off-time, the voltage across S2 is

Vs2 = V,/D = 4810.7 = 68.6 V
The average and rms currents are

Tz2,,, = (1 - D)Tirl= (1 - 0.7) x 6.25 = 1.88 A
Izrms = d m I i I ,=

2/T1-0.7)x 6.25 = 3.42 A.

6 ) Capacitor Cb: The average voltage across capacitor C,
is determined from (4)

v,'= 2 D1 (-l 2 0D )
-

Iir,= Pnom/Vn= 300148 = 6.25 A

= 646

1-2~0.7

In

-

2

x 0.7 x (I - 0.7)

v
v; == 2
-45.7
V, = ;
.38 = -19.2
= -45.7

V.

x 48
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Experimental waveforms. (a) Voltage [lo0 V/div.] and current [ S Ndiv.] through switch
through switch Sz. Time scale [5 s/div.].

SI.(b)

Voltage [SO V/div.] and current [5 Ndiv.]

Fig. 11. Experimental waveforms. (a) Voltage [50 V/div.] across the secondary side of the transformer and current [ l o Ndiv.] through capacitor
Voltage [20 V/div.] across the rectifier diodes; upper trace odd diodes and lower trace even diodes. Time scale [5 ps/div.].
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Fig. 13. Topological variation of the proposed PWM d c 4 c converter.

Then, the current ripple is calculated as follows:

39

AIco = I y - I, = nIin(2D - 1)
= 2.38 x

Fig. 12. Experimental output characteristics of the proposed converter.

The voltage ripple across Cb determines its capacitance.
Limiting the voltage ripple at 2% of its average value, yields
c b

2
2

The equivalent series resistance (esr) of the capacitor limits
the output voltage ripple. Taking the output voltage peak-topeak ripple as 1% of its average value, yields

n D ( 1 - D)Iin

esr

A b ,f s
2.38 x 0.7 x (1 - 0.7) x 6.25
0.02 x 19.2 x 40 x lo3

6.25 x ( 2 x 0.7 - 1) = 5.95 A

2 O.OIV,/AIco = 0.01 x 48/5.95 2 80 mR

The capacitance value also affects the output ripple. Thus

2 205 pF.

> [ I o - nIin(1 - D ) ] X

0 -

7) Capacitor CO: During the first interval (0, DT,) the
current through COis given by I , = ( d m
- I,), and during
the second interval (DTs,Ts)by I y = (nli, - nl, - Io).

C O

2

avcof s

D

[6.25 - 2.38 x 6.25 x (1 - 0.7)]
x 0.7
0.01 x 48 x 40 x lo3

2 65 pF.
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(b)

Fig. 14. Experimental results of the topological variation. (a) Voltage [lo0 V/div.] and current (5 Ndiv.) through switch
and current (5 Ndiv.) through switch Sz. Time scale [5 ps/div.].

V. EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
To verify the practical aspects of the asymmetrical PWM
dc-dc converter, a laboratory prototype has been assembled
and tested (power stage diagram is shown in Fig. 9). The
relevant waveforms taken from the converter operating at rated
power are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The experimental duty
cycle has been set to 0.74 in order to supply the losses inside
the converter.
Snubber circuits have been used to avoid overvoltages
during the switches turn-off (not shown in Fig. 9).
The voltage across S1 (upper trace) and its corresponding
current (lower trace) are shown in Fig. 10(a), while the voltage
across Sz (upper trace) and its current (lower trace) are
shown in Fig. 10(b). The waveforms are quite similar to
those presented by the conventional current-fed PWM dc-dc
converters.
The voltage across the secondary side of the transformer
(upper trace) and the current through capacitor Cb are shown
in Fig. 1l(a). The upper trace of Fig. 1l(b) shows the voltage
across diodes D1 and D3, while the lower trace is showing
the voltage across diodes 0 2 and 0 4 . It is noticed that there
is no overvoltage across the rectifier diodes.
The experimental output characteristics are shown in Fig. 12
representing the output voltage as a function of the output
current, both reflected to the secondary side of the transformer, and the duty cycle as parameter. It can be seen
that the duty cycle controls the output power and regulates the output voltage. Due to the on-resistance of the
switches, the voltage drop across the rectifiers, and the leakage
inductance of the transformer the experimental characteristics are slightly different from those theoretical presented in
Fig. 7(a).

SI.(b)

Voltage [50 VIdiv.1

off and Sz is turned on. The energy previously stored in L,
is delivered to magnetize the transformer and to the output
section through diode Db.
The dc-dc voltage gain of the topological variation is
described by (17). It can be observed that the reflected output
voltage (Vi) is at least four times the input voltage (Kn).

The experimental results were taken from the topological
variation at rated conditions as described in Section IV, except
for the output voltage, which is specified to 96 V.
Fig. 14(a) shows the voltage across S1 (upper trace) and its
corresponding current, while Fig. 14(b) is showing the voltage
across S2 (upper trace) and its current (lower trace).
The upper trace of Fig. 15(a) shows the voltage across the
secondary side of the transformer and the lower trace shows
the current through Cb. Finally, the voltage across diode D, is
represented by the upper trace of Fig. 15(b), while the lower
trace is showing the voltage across diode Db.
The waveforms are quite similar to those presented by the
original converter. The difference is the voltage across the
rectifier diodes, which is multiplied by two.
The experimental output characteristics reflected to the
secondary side of the transformer are shown in Fig. 16,
representing the output voltage as a function of the output
current and taking the duty cycle as parameter.
The proposed PWM converter and the topological variation
efficiency curves are shown in Fig. 17. Although the current
levels presented in the secondary side of the transformer are
the same in both cases, the topological variation efficiency is
slightly better, because it has only two rectifier diodes.

VI. TOPOLOGICAL
VARIATION
A topological variation of the circuit shown in Fig. 2 is
represented in Fig. 13, which utilizes an output rectifier with
only two diodes instead of four.
Assuming continuous conduction mode, during the first time
interval, S1conducts the input current. Energy is stored in
L , , while the transformer is demagnetizing through diode D ,
and capacitor Cb. After the first time interval, SIis turned

VII. CONCLUSION
From the theoretical and experimental results presented in
this paper, related to the new current-fed, isolated PWM dc-dc
converter, we can draw the following conclusions:
1) the results obtained by theoretical analysis represent the
behavior of the converter and can be used to design and
predict its performance;
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Fig. 15. Experimental waveforms. (a) Voltage [50 V/div.] across the secondary side of the transformer and current [ l o Ndiv.] through capacitor Cb. (b)
Voltage [50 V/div.] across the rectifier diodes, upper trace D , and lower trace Db. Time scale [5 Wsldiv.1.

3) for identical dc-dc voltage gain, input voltage, and
output voltage, the new converter subjects the active
power switches to lower voltage stress compared to the
classical push-pull current-fed topology.
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A
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2) the new converter has all the basic characteristics of the
classical current-fed isolated boost converters, such as
input inductor, low-input current ripple, isolation, and
regulation by pulse width modulation;
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